and geometric computing is a core area of computer science (CS). In fact, most CS currtcula contain a course in data structures and algorithms. The area deals wth objects such as
l LEDA provides a sizable collection of data types and algorithms in a form that allows them to be used by non-experts.
Thts collection includes most of the data types and algorithms described in the textbooks of the area (e.g., [l, 5, 8, 11, 18.231) : stacks, queues, hsts, sets, dictionaries, ordered sequences, partaions, and priority queues; directed, undirected, and planar graphs, lines, points, and planes; and many algorithms in graph and network theory and computational geometry.
l LEDA gives a prease and readable specification for each of the data types and algorithms previously mentioned.
The specifications are short (typically not more than a page), general (to allow several implementations), and abstract (to hide all details of the implementation).
l Many data types in LEDA are parameterized; e.g., the dictionary type works for arbitrary key and information type, A specific mstance D with
